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The Long Kiss Goodbye
 

The expression---“the future is ‘plastics’” was uttered more than 50 years ago in the film, "the Graduate".  In the film, Mr. McGuire was suggesting

to Benjamin Braddock, played by Dustin Hoffman, that the future of making money was a career in the plastic's industry. To the younger

generation of the 1960s, "plastics" was synonymous with all that was fake, cheap and environmentally hazardous. The expression "the future is

plastics" became a code to the younger generation for what not to do. Our friend Arie Taal was one of the rebellious youths of the 1960s, and it

was the ever-mounting mountains of plastic waste that inspired him to try and do something to rescue the planet from "plastics". 

 

In 1998, Arie built a floating island in the Nieuwe Vaart canal in Amsterdam, opposite the Oosterkerk ‘t Yland. The island is constructed

completely out of blocks of styrofoam, held together by nothing but rope. Arie's floating island was designed to draw attention to the enormous

ecological challenges the world faces in disposing of synthetic materials.  It points to one possible way of reusing synthetics to create sustainable

shelter in a city where affordable housing is in short supply. Decades later, Arie's island still stands, and on it rests his cabin, a storage space,

and a lush garden. From his island perch, Arie sees more and more boats, barges, windmills, apartments, churches and factories spring up

alongside the Nieuwe Vaart canal. On the weekends, Arie's wife Kerstin tends the garden and straightens up Arie's cabin with great enthusiasm,

but it's a heavy job for a woman in her 70s.

 

Neither Arie or Kerstin are in good health. The island has now become a foundation---a designated cultural heritage---and they and their

neighbors try desperately to shield it from ever-encroaching urbanization.  We visited the island in the spring of 2018 and again in the spring of

2020.  After each visit, we fear that this could be our last goodbye. We also hope that Arie's floating island in Amsterdam will stand as a

monument to a man who wanted to make a quiet statement about respecting this earth. In Arie's own words: 

 

"We want to show that floating land can be the solution for many problems in this world. 75% of the surface of planet Earth is

covered by water. All the land belongs to someone; only the oceans allow freedom and a promise of something that has not 

been done before. New life styles can be experimented with, without getting in any one’s way. To give an example: refugees 

can start building their own new land, instead of suffering from boredom and idleness in dreadful camps. A floating continent, the

INTERCONTINENT, can be made by joining individually made islands. This is the Age of Aquarius. Water will decide the future 

          of life on this planet. " 
 



The Nieuwe Vaart Canal



Arie's floating island, 2018



Kerstin tending the garden, 2018



Kerstin tending the garden-2, 2018



Kerstin tending the garden-3, 2018



A sustainable flower pot, 2018



The Long Kiss Goodby-1, 2018



The Long Kiss Goodby- 2, 2018



The Long Kiss Goodby-3, 2018



The Long Kiss Goodby-4, 2018



Kerstin and Arie, January 2020



Oostkerk 't Yland 2020 



The Island bridge 2020



The Nieuwe Vaart Shipyard 2020



Wild Flowers in the Garden 2020



Wild Flowers by the Waterside 2020



Flower Power 2020



Island Art 2020



Birds Nesting 2020



Sloop Passing 2020



Anneke and Arie 2020



Kerstin Setting the Table 2020



Kerstin Serving Snacks 2020



Kerstin Serving Melon 2020



Arie Enjoying Melon 2020



Arie Rockin' 2020



Island Delights 2020



Arie in his Workroom



Kerstin 2020



Arie and Kerstin 2020
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The Long Kiss Goodby-2 2020



The Long Kiss Goodby 3, 2018



The Long Kiss Goodby-4, 2020
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